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Let CP+* be equipped with a hermitian form of signature (p, 4) and let SU(p, q) 
denote the subgroup of the corresponding invariance group U(p, q) consisting of 
matrices with determinant 1. To certain highest weights 1, we associate a first-order 
group invariant linear differential operator gA whose kernel contains a unitary 
highest weight representation with highest weight 1. The Fock model realization of 
unitary highest weight representations of U(p, q) is the fundamental tool used to 
implement this construction. The operator & is shown to be equivalent to an 
operator a, which acts on Hol(G/K, H”), the space of holomorphic vector valued 
functions defined on G/K. We identify a set A, of highest weights such that Ker($) 
is a proper subspace of Hol(G/E(, H”) and show that those 1 in A, correspond to 
points occurring at the far right of the discrete set in the classification scheme of 
Enright, Howe, and Wallach. First-order differential equations arising from this 
proper containment are explicitly derived from the operator a,. We illustrate the 
fundamental nature of these first-order equations by deriving from them a system 
which completely determines the irreducible spaces for ladder representations of 
su(p, 4). 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Equip Cp+y with the hermitian symmetric form of signature (p, q) and 
let U(p, q) denote the invariance group of this form. Let G,= SU(p, q) 
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denote the subgroup of linear transformations of determinant 1. In this 
paper we are interested in realizing unitary highest weight representations 
as subspaces of kernels of certain G invariant first-order differential 
operators. The first-order operators we use are called gradient type dif- 
ferential operators and are modeled after the operators defined by Schmid 
[20] to realize discrete series representations. However, the highest weight 
representations of particular interest here are those with highest weight 2 
which occur in “the last possible place of unitarity” (cf. Jakobsen [lo]) in 
the classification scheme of Enright, Howe, and Wallach [6]. 
Differential operators have in general proven useful in realizing represen- 
tation spaces of representations of Lie groups. For example, Zelobenko 
[22, Chap. lo] shows that every finite dimensional representation of 
GL(n, C) may be viewed as a space of polynomials annihilated by a system 
of first order linear differential operators. Parthasarathy [18] shows that 
the Dirac operator annihilates spaces of discrete series representations of 
an equirank noncompact semisimple Lie group. The Dirac operator is also 
employed by Jakobsen and Vergne [ 121 to realize irreducible components 
of the Segal-Shale-Weil representation of SU(2,2). Schmid [20] 
introduces a first-order differential operator D and shows that “most” dis- 
crete representations arise as L*-kernels of D. Knapp, Wallach [14] and 
Blank [Z] show that both discrete series and limits of discrete series 
representations lie in the kernel of a Schmid operator. In addition, Gilbert, 
Kunze, Stanton, and Tomas [7] show that limits of complementary series 
representations of the Lorentz groups SO( 1, n) may be realized in the ker- 
nel of a similarly defined differential operator. In contrast, we define here a 
differential operator, closely related to Schmid’s operator, whose kernel 
contains an irreducible unitary highest weight representation of G. 
Although there exist similarities between Schmid’s operator and our 
operator, there are fundamental differences as well. A primary difference 
arises from the fact that the kernel of our differential operator contains 
highest weight representations which occur at the end opposite the discrete 
series on the unitary spectrum. To be more precise, we refer briefly to the 
Enright, Howe, and Wallach classification [6] of all unitary highest weight 
su(p, q) modules. The highest weights I are written 2 = (&, x), where 
A0 E span of the compact roots, Qc, is @E dominant and x E R. For a given 
A,, the possible values of x in R is the union of a half line and a finite set of 
discrete points. The highest weight representations we are particularly 
interested in occur at the far right endpoint of the discrete set. These 
representations occur at the last possible place of unitary and are studied 
more generally by Jakobsen [ 10, 11 J. In contrast, the highest weight dis- 
crete series representations occur as a continuous subset of the half line on 
the left. 
All unitary highest weight representations of U(p, q) have known explicit 
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realizations. Kashiwara and Vergne [13] obtain realizations of unitary 
highest weight representations by decomposing the k-fold tensor product of 
Segal, Shale, and Weil or harmonic representation. Enright and 
Parthasarathy [S] show that, in fact, every unitary highest representation 
must come from such a tensor product. Davidson [3] gives a Fock model 
realization of these irreducible components and relates these components to 
spaces of vector-valued holomorphic functions defined on the generalized 
unit disk. In particular, the representations of SU(p, q) with highest weight 
in the discrete set correspond to the restrictions of irreducible represen- 
tations of U(p, q) to SU(p, q) (cf. [6, Theorem 7.41). Since we are 
primarily interested in representations whose highest weights lie in the dis- 
crete set, we may restrict our discussion to known realizations of highest 
weight representations of U(p, q) without loss of generality. For calculation 
purposes, we shall utilize the Fock realization of these representations 
found in [3]. We now give the definition of a first-order gradient type dif- 
ferential operator. 
Let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G with Lie algebra I. Let 
CJ = I + p denote the corresponding Cartan decomposition for g, the Lie 
algebra of G, and denote Cartan involution by 0. The complexitication of a 
Lie algebra will be denoted by the subscript c and conjugation with respect 
to g we denote by a bar. Choose a basis {Xi} of p, which is orthonormal 
with respect to the inner product (Xl Y) = - B(X, OF). Let TV, denote an 
irreducible representation of K with highest weight 2 and complex 
representation space H”. Define C”(G, Zj,) = {fe C”(G, H’):f(gk) = 
t,(k) ‘f( g), k E K, g E G}. The space C”(G, rj) is clearly invariant under 
left translation by elements of G. For fe C’” (G, ti), we define the gradient 
of ,f; denoted by Vf, to be the H”@p,-valued function on G defined 
by Vf( g) = x, r(X,) f( g) 0 X,. Let p denote an orthogonal projection 
operator on ti@pc which commutes with the representation t,.@Ad. 
A differential operator 9 defined on C” (G, tl) of the form 9 = 957 will be 
referred to as a differential operator of gradient type. One easily checks 
that such differential operators are independent of the choice of orthonor- 
ma1 basis {Xi}. Since 9 clearly commutes with left translation, we see that 
Ker(9) is a G invariant subspace of C”(G, z;.). From the definition of 2, 
one sees that the problem of defining a gradient type operator 9 =9V 
whose kernel contains a unitary highest weight representation reduces to 
the problem of defining the appropriate K equivariant projection 8. A 
natural and direct way to determine 9 is to start with a highest weight 
space 9’ as a subspace of C’“(G, rj,) and explicitly compute Vf for f E F-” 
in order that its values may be determined. This is precisely the approach 
taken here and the reason why Fock realizations of the highest weight 
representations of U(p, q) are introduced. We now outline the contents of 
the paper. 
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After introducing notation and choosing a positive system of roots in 
Section 2, we introduce in Section 3 some salient facts about unitary 
highest weight representations of U(p, q), realized as irreducible com- 
ponents of the k-fold tensor of the harmonic representation. The set of 
highest weights /i for these representations is given as a subset of the 
highest weights of irreducible representations of GL(p, C) x GL(q, C). For 
I E A, let Fi denote the corresponding irreducible component of the Fock 
space. In Section 4 a G equivariant mapping Y: F” -+ C(G, tA) is defined. 
The values of VP'(P) are determined where E” is the G invariant subspace 
of differentiable vectors. We show that each Vf, f E Y(E”:), takes its values 
in a K invariant subspace II’(n) of H’@ p, which is explicitly described in 
terms of the highest weights of its K irreducible components. We define q: 
to be projection onto the orthogonal complement of W(L) in H” 0 p, and 
set ~j, =$V. The Casimir operator is shown to act on Ker (gj.) by the 
same scalar action as that of the Casimir on an irreducible highest space 
with highest weight L We conclude Section 4 by determining the subset (1, 
for which gj. is not a Schmid operator and show that those 2 E ,4 , corre- 
spond to points at the far right of the discrete set. 
All unitary highest weight representations of U(p, q) may be obtained by 
holomorphic induction (cf. Jakobsen [9]). In this picture the irreducible 
space is realized as a subspace of HA-valued holomorphic functions on G/K. 
In Section 5 we transfer gi to an equivalent operator gi which acts on the 
space of C”, Hi-valued functions defined on G/K. We give an alternate 
characterization of Ker(gA) in Theorem 5.6 and show that for 1, E LI i, the 
functions in Ker(gA) not only are holomorphic on G/K, but must also 
satisfy additional differential equations which are explicitly given in 
Corollary 5.7. 
The equations given in Corollary 5.7 allow us to determine the efficacy of 
the operator g).. Since other differential operators have been defined whose 
kernels contain irreducible representations, one may ask whether ~j. is any 
improvement over existing operators. We have already mentioned that 
Jakobsen and Vergne [ 12, p. 871 realize the ladder representations of 
SU(2,2) in the kernel of the Dirac operator. In addition, Mantini [ 16, 171 
shows that functions in the representation space for the ladder represen- 
tations of U(p, q) satisfy a system of differential equations. In order to 
compare our results with those of [ 12, 161 we fix 2 E ,4 i corresponding to a 
ladder representation of U(p, q) and derive from the equations in 
Corollary 5.7 the first-order systems of [ 16, 171. We postpone to a sub- 
sequent paper [4] the proof that the first-order equations derived here in 
Section 5 are sufficient to completely describe (a dense subspace of) the 
irreducible space. In algebraic terms, the subspace of K-finite vectors in 
Ker($BL) is precisely the irreducible u(p, q)-module generated by the highest 
weight vector. This result shows that in the case of the nonscalar-valued 
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ladder representations of U(p, q) the differential operator gj. defined here 
produces sharp results. 
The authors thank NSF for sponsoring the 1986 and 1987 summer 
workshops at the University of Utah, Salt Lake City, and organizer 
Hugo Rossi for his help and hospitality during this time. Additionally, we 
thank the referee for many helpful suggestions regarding the clarity and 
exposition of this paper. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let p and q be positive integers and set n = p + q. For x E C” x “, we will 
frequently write x in block form as 
x= (2.1) 
where aECPXf’, bECPxY, CEC~*~, and dc Cq x 4. If I, and Z, denote the 
p x p and q x q identity matrices, respectively, then let Z,,, denote the n x n 
matrix 
IP,Y = 
ZP O 
( ) 0 -I,’ 
We define the simple Lie group SU(p, q) by SU(p, q) = (gc GL(n, C): 
dp.q g* = Ip,y, det( g) = I} and fix the maximal compact subgroup 
K= : k, E U(p), k, E U(q), det(k,) det(k,) = 1 . 
The Lie algebra f of K is 
: a* = -a, d * = -d, Tr(a) = -Tr(d) 
and we henceforth fix the canonical Cartan subalgebra t of diagonal trace 
zero matrices in f. 
Let p= {(,9. t): beCPXY }. We have the Cartan decomposition g = f + p, 
where the corresponding Cartan involution 0 is given by O(X) = I,, JIp, y. 
Denoting complexification by the subscript c, we have gc = f, + pc, where 
SC = e, c ), 
f, = : Tr(a)= -Tr(d) 
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and 
Let ej denote the linear functional which selects the jth entry of the 
diagonal. We fix a canonical ordering of the roots @ of (g,, f,) in which 
root vectors corresponding to upper triangular matrices are positive. Thus, 
we have @+ = {e,-e,: 1 d i < j< n>. This choice of the positive roots 
yields A= {e,-e,,,: 1 f j< n - 1 } as the corresponding set of simple 
roots with e,, - eP+ , the only noncompact simple root. This choice of @+ 
determines the partition @ + = @,’ v @,‘, where @,’ and @,’ denote the set 
of positive compact and positive noncompact roots, respectively. Let g,” 
denote the root space corresponding to aE @. Then we have the decom- 
position 
where p + = C,, @+ gz and p- = C,, @- g,* correspond, respectively, to 
upper and lower &angular matrices of d,. Let 
a 0 
Kc= 
i( > 
o d : a E GL(p, C), de GL(q, C), det(a) det(d) = 1 
I 
. 
Then Kc is the analytic group corresponding to f, and it is clear that p + 
and p- are Ad(K,)-invariant, abelian subalgebras of gc. Moreover, the 
action of K, and hence Kc, is irreducible both on p + and on p ~. 
Let B denote the Killing form of gc. Since gc = sf(n, C), we may nor- 
malize the Killing form so that B(X, Y) =Tr(XY). For each aE t,*, let 
t,~f, be defined by B(h, t,)=a(h) for all hot,. If aE@, we set 
H, = 2t,/B(t,, t,) and choose E,E g,” and E_,E~;” such that 
[E,, E-,] = H,. As usual, we transfer the Killing form to t,* by setting 
(a, /?) = B( t a, tg) for a, b E t,* We define a positive definite inner product on 
gc by 
0’7 Y) = -B(X e(y)), x YE&. (2.2) 
3. THE HARMONIC REPRESENTATION OF U(p, q) IN FOCK SPACE 
We are concerned with highest weight representations of SU(p, q) whose 
highest weight ;1 appears in the discrete set in the general classification of 
Enright, Howe, and Wallach [6]. These representations are obtained by 
restricting the irreducible components of the k-fold tensor product of the 
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harmonic representation of U(p, q) to SU(p, q) (cf. [6, Theorem 7.41). In 
this section we briefly mention the basic facts concerning these irreducible 
representations of U(p, q) and refer to Kashiwara and Vergne [ 131 and 
Davidson [3] for complete details. We will utilize the model found in [3]. 
We are mainly concerned here with providing a concrete realization of 
unitarizable highest weight modules so that elementary calculations which 
we shall omit may be easily checked by the reader. 
Let k be a positive integer and set n = p + q. Now set S = C” x k and write 
an element ZES in block form z=(;;), where zl~CPXk and z2~CYXk. 
A function f: S + C is said to be (p, q)-holomorphic provided it is 
holomorphic in the variable z, and antiholomorphic in z2. We define the 
Fock space F(n, k) to be the space of (p, q)-holomorphic functions f such 
that 
I If(z)l’exp(-~(z(~)dz<a, (3.1) s 
where lz12=Tr(zz*). We normalize the measure on S so that 
J,exp(-nlz12)dz= 1 and denote the normalized measure by dp(z). If 
z=(;;) and w=($, th en we define a function X on S x S by X(z, w) = 
exp(r(z, I w,) + rc(w2 I z,)), where (z, 1 wi) = Tr(ziwy). Then for each fixed 
MJE S, the function z -+ X(z, w) lies in F(n, k). Moreover, X is the 
reproducing kernel for the space F(n, k), i.e., 
f(w) = s, f(z) x(z, w)44z). 
If g = (; ‘j) E U(p, q) is written in block form (2.1), then g acts on F(n, k) 
by the formula 
(@k)S)(W) = 
ev(dw, I bd-‘w2)) 
det ak 
x sf(z)exp(-R(a-‘hz21z,)).W^ s 444. (3.2) 
With (fi,f2)=Ssfi(z)f2(z)d~(z) as the inner product on F(n, k), we 
know from [3, p. 401 that g -+ o(g) defines a unitary representation of 
U(p, q). The representation w arises as an intertwining operator for 
equivalent irreducible representations of the Heisenberg group S x R, which 
also acts on F(n, k). 
The compact group U(k) acts on S by multiplication on the right and 
therefore induces a corresponding action on F(n, k) which clearly com- 
mutes with o(g). R. Howe’s theory of dual pairs [S] then yields a decom- 
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position of F(n, k) into the direct sum of irreducible subspaces 
P = Fyn, k). Although these irreducible subspaces are initially 
parametrized by a subset of the unitary dual of U(k), Kashiwara and 
Vergne [ 13, p. 441 explicitly describe a one-to-one correspondence 
between this set and a subset /1 of highest weights for irreducible represen- 
tations of GL(p, C) x GL(q, C). We now provide the highest weight vector 
4A and the corresponding weight I l /i. The explicit form of ~j, will 
explicitly determine the subspace of K-finite vectors with which we shall 
work. The explicit form of A will facilitate comparisons between our 
parametrization and parametrizations found elsewhere in the literature. 
Following [3], we let 1 < i < min(p, k) and 1 < j< min(q, k). We par- 
tition z1 G C p x k into blocks 
where z,,~C(p-~)~~, z~~EC(P-~)~(~-‘), z13~Cixi, z~~EC’~(~-~). Similarly, 
partition z2 E C4’ k into blocks 
z2 = 
where z2, E C’x(k-‘), z22 E Cj”‘, z23 E C(YPi’x(kPJ), z24 E C(q--i)xi. Set 
A,(z,) =det(z,,) and M,(z,)=det(z,,). Fix integers r and s such that 
16 r 6 min(p, k), 1~ s < min(q, k), and r + s f k. Choose nonnegative 
integers a,, . . . . a,, h, , . . . . 6, and define ~j, E F(n, k) by 
c,hj,(z)= Ay’(z,)... A;(z,) @;1(z2)...li;f>(z2). (3.3) 
Let Aj denote the fundamental dominant weight corresponding to the 
simple root c(~ = ej - ej+ r, ie (Ai, ~cx~)/(E,, o(~) =6,. From (3.3) one may . ., 
easily check that /1 consists of those ;1 it,* of &he form 
3L=ayAp-r+ ... +a,L,_,+ -k- i ai- i bi 2, 
i=l i= 1 > 
+b12,+,+ ... +b,i,+,, (3.4) 
where a,>0 (l<i<r<p-1), bj>O (l<j<s<q-1), k>l, and 
r + s d k. We assume here that r E { 1,2, . . . . p - 1) is the largest integer such 
that a, # 0 and that s E { 1, 2, . . . . q - 1 } is the largest integer such that 
b, # 0. The value of r = 0 or s = 0 will be equivalent to the condition that 
all uj = 0 or all bj = 0. Since we are restricting o to SU(p, q), we point out 
that in the parametrization appearing in (3.4) one may always choose 
r < p - 1 and s < q - 1 by incorporating any nonzero value of up or 6, into 
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the value of k. Throughout the remainder of the paper the parameter A 
shall mean 1 E A as given in (3.4). 
For 1~ A we let H” denote the o(K)-invariant subspace of F(n, k) 
generated by dj, and let F’= p(n, k) denote the closure of the o(G)- 
invariant subspace generated by #A. Let I denote the subspace of (p, q)- 
holomorphic polynomials f which satisfy f(zu) =f(z) for all z E S and 
u E U(k). We let I, denote the span of the matrix entries of z + z, z:. Set 
fl= C and for m > 1, set Z, =I;“. We find in [3, p. 441 that F’ is the 
closure of ZH” and that Zp is the subspace of K-finite vectors in F’. In fact, 
Z is generated as an algebra by I, and the constants. Since I, and H” are 
easily seen to be invariant under w(K), it follows that the finite-dimensional 
subspace Z, H” of F’ is invariant under o(K) for all m 3 0. We then have 
an orthogonal algebraic direct sum decomposition 
Since the representation o on F” is irreducible and unitary, it is admissible. 
Consequently, the derived representation du is well defined on all K-finite 
vectors. In particular, do(X) (XE g) is well defined on each Z,H’. We 
extend dw to gc in the usual way. 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf /I is a positive noncompact root then we have 
(1) dw(Eb)HA=O, 
(2) dw(EB)Z,H”cZ,_,H”forallm31, and 
(3) do(E-B)Z,,,H’.cZ,,,+,H”for alImbO. 
Proof: Let X=(Fz)Ep . It is straightforward to compute from (3.2) 
that for feZH” we have do(X)f(z) = (cz, Iz2)f(z) for all ZES. In 
particular, if c is Eji, the q xp matrix with 1 in the (j, i) entry and 
zeros elsewhere, then do(Eji) is multiplication by the (i, j) entry of 
z,zz*. If Bii=e,-e,+j, then (g,i)~g~~,,. Part (3) of the lemma now 
follows from the definition of I,,,. Since o is unitary, we have do(X)* = 
-do(X) for XECJ,. For fixed m30 we have (dw(EB) Z,,,H”IZ,H”) = 
(Z,H”/do(E@)* Z,H”)=(Z,,,H”) -do(E P)Z,H”) for all j>O. Now from 
(3) we know do(E~,)Z,H”sZ,+, H” so that (dm(E,) Z, H” 1 Z,H”) = 0 for 
j+ 1 #m. This proves (1) and (2). 1 
The proof of Lemma 3.1 shows that dw(p - ) Z, H” = I,, , p for all 
m > 0. In particular, it follows that ZH” is the irreducible gc module 
generated by the highest weight vector dj. of H”. For our purposes, it is 
convenient to characterize the w(K) invariant subspaces Zm,H” in terms of 
highest weights. 
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LEMMA 3.2. The o(K) invariant subspace I,,, HA, m b 0 is the direct sum 
of K-irreducible subspaces HP whose highest weight ~1 is of the form 
P=x&il; npP3 where the coefficients np are nonnegative integers such 
that C pEQ)n+ ng=m. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on m. The case m = 0 is clear 
so we assume m >, 1 and let dP denote the highest weight vector of the K- 
irreducible subspace HP c Z,H’. If fi,, is chosen to be a maximal element 
(with respect t o the usual partial ordering on @) in the nonempty 
set {PEG,+: do(EB) dP #O}, then from Lemma 3.1(2) we may conclude 
that do(E,,) 4P is a highest weight vector in Z,-, H” with highest weight 
/J++w 
c 
By induction, we may write ZJ + /I0 = A-C,,,; npfl, where 
BEen+ nl,=m-1. 1 
Remark. In particular, Lemma 3.2 shows that I, H” has highest weights 
of the form J - /3, where b E @,’ . 
4. DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS OF GRADIENT TYPE 
Express XE gc as X= X, + J- 1 X2 with Xi, X2 E g. If f is a differen- 
tiable function on G, define functions r(X) f and Z(X) f on G by 
Let r1 denote the irreducible unitary representation of K on the space H’ 
obtained by restricting o(K) to H”. Set C”(G, r,)= {f: G + H”I f is C” 
on G, f(gk)=z,(k)-‘f(g) for all kEK and gEG}. Let {X,} denote an 
orthonormal basis of p, with respect to the inner product (2.2). For 
f~C”(G,zj.),defineVf:G-tH”Op,by 
Vf(g)=C (r(Xj)f )(g)O~,, 
where the bar denotes conjugation with respect to g. It is easy to see that 
the definition of V is independent of the choice of the orthonormal basis 
{Xi}. Consequently, Vf is (TV 0 Ad)(K)-covariant, i.e., 
vf(gk) = (z,O Ad)(k-‘) Vf(g), for all kEK, gEG. (4.2) 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let 9 denote orthogonal projection onto any K- 
invariant subspace of H” 0 p,. We call a differential operator 9 of the form 
9 = ??V a differential operator of gradient type. 
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We now wish to imbed a G-invariant subspace of F’ G-equivariantly into 
Cnc(G, rJ. Following Warner [21, p. 2521, we say a vector f~ F’ is dif- 
ferentiable if the map g + w(g)fis an element of C”(G, F”). Let E’ denote 
the set of differential vectors in F’. Then E” is an w(g) invariant linear sub- 
space of F”. Furthermore, since g -+ o(g) is continuous [3, Theorem 1.121 
we know by Proposition 4.4.1.1 of [21] that E” is a dense subspace of PA. 
Let 9: HL + p denote the inclusion map. Then .a obviously intertwines tj. 
with the restriction of w to K. Following Kunze [15], we construct the 
quotient mapping Y: ,!? + C “(G, t,) by setting 
(4.3) 
where P,,.: p + ti is orthogonal projection. If L(g) denotes translation 
on the left by gE G, then clearly Y intertwines o(g) and L(g). 
The representation o of G on E’ lifts to a representation dw of gc on E”. 
For f E E” and XE g, we have 
(r(WYf)(g)= -PH~d&W(g-9f: (4.4) 
Thus, if f E p then g + VYf(g) is a well-defined function whose values we 
wish to determine. However, since EA is G invariant and VY is G 
equivariant, it suffices to consider the values VYf( l), where f E Z?. Let E, 
denote evaluation at the identity element 1 of G. From (4.4) we haye 
e1 r(X) Yf = -P,; do(X) J: We define the linear mapping r: E” + H” 0 pC 
by r(f) = E, VY’ Thus, we have 
Z-(f)=cj-P,Ado(Xj)f@~j, fE E”. (4.5) 
It is readily verified that f is independent of the choice of the orthonormal 
basis {Xi}. Furthermore, since ZH” forms a gc module, it is clear from (4.5) 
that r(f) is well defined for f E ZH’. In the following lemma, we view r as a 
mapping on ZH”. 
LEMMA 4.2. The linear mapping Z7 IH” -+ H” @ p, satisfies 
(1) H’OC m 3 z 1, HA = Ker (0, 
(2) Image(T) c H’@p-, 
(3) if T1 denotes the restriction of r to I, Hi. then 
rl* : H” @ p ~ -+ I, H” satisfies T,*(h @ X) = do(X) h for all h E HA and 
XEP-, 
(4) r intertwines w(k) and (T>.@Ad)(k). 
ProoJ: In order to show (2), observe by Lemma 3.1 that 
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dw(X)z,H+1,+, H” for all XE p ~~ so that P,i do(X) I,,, H” = 0 for all 
m > 0 and all XE p -. Since the conjugate of p + is p - we must have 
f(f)= - c P,i dw(X&f@X,~ H’Op-. (4.6) 
x,ep+ 
This establishes (2). Again by Lemma 3.1, we have do(X) Z, Hi c I, ~, H” 
for all Xep+ so if fe H”@C mbZZmH1, P,;.do(X)f=O for all XEp+. 
This now establishes (1). 
Let {X,? } denote an orthonormal basis of p +. Then we know {y,? } is 
an orthonormal basis of p -. Thus, for h E H” and f E I, w we compute 
= -(ddX!+)flh) 
= (f ) do(X,+)h). 
By linearity, the proof of (3) is now complete. The proof of (4) is omitted 
since it is a straightforward calculation which uses only the fact that r is 
independent of the choice of orthonormal basis. 1 
Remarks. (1) From the proof of Lemma 3.1 it is clear that 
dw(p ~ ) H” = I, H”. Thus it follows that r: : H” @ p - + I, H’ is surjective. 
Consequently, the mapping r, : I, Hi -+ ti 0 p ~ is injective. 
(2) It is well known that Hi.& p, decomposes into K-irreducible 
components appearing with multiplicity 1 and with highest weights of the 
form ,J + p, where /I E Qn (cf. Corollaries 4.2 and 4.4 of [lo]). Since r: is 
onto, it follows that the K-irreducible components of Z,H” appear with 
multiplicity 1. Since f ,* f, : I, ti + I, H* commutes with the action of 
K, it follows that on each K-irreducible space H” ~ /r in I, p, f: r, acts as 
multiplication by a positive constant c~.-~. 
(3) In view of (4.6), we may choose the orthonormal basis 
{(gp12p2Eg: fiE@,+} f o normalized root vectors of p + and thus write 
r(f)= -f c IB12P,~wq3m3~-,, f E IH’. (4.7) 
Be@,+ 
We now compute the values of the positive constants c~- B defined in 
Remark (2) by following an argument found on page 106 of Enright, 
Howe, and Wallach [6]. The argument in [6] is used to prove 
580’81.1-8 
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Parthasarathy’s unitarizability criterion by utilizing Casimir operators. We 
let Q and 52, denote the Casimir operators of gc and I,, respectively. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let H” pB denote a K-irreducible component in I, Hi. with 
highest weight A - B, B E @,‘, and let c,-~ be the positive constant such that 
r:rlf=cl-pfforallfEH1-P.~f==fC,.*+tL, then 
(1) Cj._P=((~-p+s,n-p+s)-(n+s,~+6))/2, 
(2) r, maps I, ti K-equivariantly onto the direct sum of K-irreducible 
components in H”Q p- with highest weights A-/l, PE @,‘, which satisfy 
(A+ 4 VMB1 PI < 1. 
Proqf: In view of Lemma 4.2 and (4.7) we have 
r:r,f = -f 1 IPI” dw(E-,A do( feI,H! 
Se@,’ 
For simplicity, we suppress the use of do. We have 
fM2,+; 1 (PJwpE-p 
PE@” 
=q+; 
( 
c (B,P)(E-BEB+CEB,E-81)+8~+ WL?h 
BE@: E n 
=Q,+ c (8,B)KpEp+f 1 WQHP. 
as@,’ Ps@,' 
NOW (p, p) HP/2 = tp so that we have 
r:rl= -i C (P,P)Ep,Ep= -i Q-Q,- c (4.8) 
BE@.+ PC@,' 
It is easily checked if q6p is a highest weight vector in ZH” for I, with highest 
weight p, then 
( 
i-2-Q,- c tp ~,=((n+s,n+6)-(~++,~++))~~. (4.9) 
BE@; > 
Part (1) of the lemma now follows from (4.8) and (4.9) by replacing ,B in 
(4.9) with A--/I. 
Let IV(A) be the direct sum of all K-irreducible subspaces in H” 0 p 
with highest weights 1 -p, /IE @;, which satisfy (A + 6, 2p)/(/?, fl) < 1. 
Since c,~~> 0, by part (1) we have (A + 6,2jI)/(fi, j?) < 1. Thus ri maps 
into IV(A). Proposition (1.3) of [S] states that if HAppc H”@p., then 
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(A + 6,2fi)/(fi, /I) < 1. However, from the proof of Proposition (1.3) we 
know each K-irreducible space ZZApB in H” @ p - either occurs in F’ or 
(A + 6,2fl)/(fl, /I) = 1. Lemma 3.2 and the subsequent remark show that 
any K-irreducible space with highest weight A - fi which lies in p must lie 
in I, HA. Thus, any K-irreducible space tip8 in H’ 0 p - either lies in 
I, H” (and hence satisfies (A + 6, 2b)/(/3, fl) < 1) or (A + 6, 2b)/(fl, /I) = 1. 
This shows Zi maps onto w(A). The K-equivariance of Z-r follows from 
Lemma 4.1. 1 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let W(A) denote the image of Z1 and let 
$$,I H”@p,-, W(A)’ denote projection onto W(A)‘. We define the 
corresponding gradient type differential operator 9>, by gA = 9” V. 
THEOREM 4.5. Zf E” denotes the dense subspace of differentiable vectors 
in F”, then the mapping 9’ takes Z? G-equivariantly into the kernel of 9).. 
ProoJ Since 9A9’(E”) is L(G)-invariant and E” is w(G)-invariant, it 
suffices to show that .s~&L?(E~) =O, where a1 denotes evaluation at the 
identity 1 E G. Now Lemma 4.2 shows that E, VY maps ZH” onto W(A) so 
that sr 9A9’(ZH”) = 0. Since ZH” is dense in F’, for each f E E” there exists a 
sequence { fm} in ZH” converging to f: If v = C,, j aiihiO Xi lies in W(L)‘, 
then for all m we have 
O= 1 -(8,8)/2P,ido(E,)f,0E-81v 
De@,' 
By taking the limit as m + co, we then conclude that 
-p;+ (B,8)/2P,j.do(Ep)fOE~g=~,VSP(f) 
E n 
lies in W(A). It now follows that E~~~,~‘(E’)=O. 1 
DEFINITION 4.6. From Lemma 4.2(2), we know that for all A E A, 
W(L) c HA@ p-. Let A, E A denote the subset of A such that 
W(A) # HA 0 p -. In other words, A E A I if there exists a K irreducible space 
HApB in H”@p, with highest weight A - fi, /?E ~0,‘) such that 
(A + 6 vY(B, 8) = 1. 
Let 6, denote one-half the sum of positive compact roots and set 
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6,, = 6 - 6,. One sees that 26, = q(Cf= , ei) - p(CfZ,“+ l e,). In particular, 
we have 
(6,, a)=0 for all ME@,. (4.10) 
PROPOSITION 4.7. With gj. defined as in 4.4, we have 
(1) if A E A, then Ker(@) is an eigenspace of the Casimir Q qf gc with 
I(Q)f=((I,+6,A+6)-(6,6))f,for aNfeKer(@), and 
(2) $3,~ A\A,, then the differential operator 53;. is elliptic. 
Proof For each choice of positive roots P, Schmid [20, p. 1021 defines 
the gradient type differential operator D, = PV, where P is projection onto 
the sum of K-irreducible components in H” 0 p, with highest weights of the 
form i - B and /I is a noncompact root of P. In particular, in the definition 
of D, we may choose P = @,? u ( - @,’ ). Now the K types of H’ 63 p * have 
highest weights of the form 3. +/I, where /I E QT. If 3. E A\A, then 
W(A) = ti 0 p - and Y’ is the projection onto ti @ p +. Thus, if 3, E A\A , 
and we choose P = @,’ u ( - @,’ ), then D, = gA. Let P,, denote half the sum 
of the noncompact roots of P. Lemma 1 of [20] states that D, is elliptic 
provided A - 2p, is K-dominant. By (4.10) we see that the K dominance of 
E, - 2p, = 1, + 26, is assured. Thus 9;. is elliptic if i E A\A , . This establishes 
(2). 
Corollary 3.2 of Knapp and Wallach [14] states that if f~ Ker(D,) 
and II - pn is K-dominant then l(Q) f = (A+ pk - ~~1’ - Ip12, where 
p = pk + Pn. Now for A E A, W(A) is contained in HA 0 p -, so we have 
Ker(gi) G Ker(D,), where P is again chosen as above. Since pk = 6,, 
P,, = -6 and (dk16,)=0, it follows that 
IA + 612 1 /612. This proves (1) of the proposition. 
l%+p,-p,12-lp12= 
1 
From the proof of the above proposition, we see that gj, is not the 
Schmid operator D, and Ker(gi) is properly contained in Ker(D,) 
precisely when 1, E A r. In view of this observation, we now explicitly deter- 
mine the subset A, by employing a lemma of Jakobsen. 
LEMMA 4.8. The highest weight A- & /I E @,’ , appears as a K irreducible 
component of H” 0 p - if and only if 
(1) i - j3 is f dominant, and 
(2) if /i’= LX+ /? with fi’ E @,’ and a a simple compact root, then 
(2, a) > 0. 
ProoJ: This is lemma 4.3 of Jakobsen [ 111. 1 
The set of simple roots is d={aj=e,-ei+,: 1 <j<p+q-1} and 
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@,‘= (Pim=e,-ep+m: 1 didp, 16m6q). In terms of simple roots we 
have j,,,, = LX, + . . . + clp + ,,, ~ i . We define the height of pjm, denoted by 
ht(P,,), to be the number of simple roots needed to describe pi,. Thus we 
have ht(Plm) = p + m - i. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. Let A, c A be the set of 1 E A such that there exists a 
K irreducible space H”pB in HE.@ p, with highest weight 1, - j?, fi E @,’ , 
which satisfies (A + 6, 2/l)/(/?, /?) = 1. Then 
(1) E,EA, if and only if ~=Ci’=,aj~,~j-(r+s+~~=,aj+ 
Cs= 1 bj) J+p + Cf= 1 b,Ap+ (9 i.e., if and only if r + s = k, and 
(2) if A E A,, then there exists precisely one K component H” - B 
satisfying (i + 6, 2/?)/(/?, /3) = 1, namely, the K component with highest 
weight IZ-/?Bp--r,s+l. 
Proof If flim = 8’ + ~1, where /?’ E @,’ and c( is a simple compact root, 
then there are at most two choices for ~1. If id p - 1, then 
p’=cI,+l+ ... +ctpfm.-,, c( = cli is one choice and if m > 1, then 
b’=mi+ ... +c(~+,,-~, CC=O~~+,,-, is another choice. From 
Lemma 4.8(2), if the highest weight A - film appears in H* @ p - then we 
must have iB p-r and m- 1 6s. In particular, ht(Pi,,,) = p- i+m < 
r + s + 1 < k + 1. By normalizing the Killing form on gC, we may assume 
that (fl, b) = 2 for all fl E @,+ . Now if I - pi,,, satisfies (1+ + 6, pi,,,) = 1, then 
we have 
1 = (4 Bim) +W,,) 
= -k- i ai- i b, 
i= 1 ,=I > 
+ht(P,), (4.11) 
where Zc (1, . . . . r} and .ZC (1, . . . . s>. Since 
(- i aj+C ai) 
i=l icl 
(- i bj+ C b,)co, ht(fi,)-k<l, 
j= 1 jsJ 
in order for (4.11) to hold we must have equality in the above three 
inequalities. In particular, ht(b,) = k + 1 so that r + s = k. Also we con- 
clude8,=P,-,.+,.NowB,~,.+,=-~,-,-,+~,~.+~,+,-~,+.+, SO 
that 
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- 
( 
r+s- i a,- i b, 
i= I j=l 1 
1, 
5-l 
+ 1 bi~p+j+(b,-l)~p+.+~p+s+l 
J=l 
is clearly I-dominant. From Lemma 4.8, we know the K-irreducible space 
with highest weight A - /I, _ r, 5 + , does indeed appear in Hi@ p -. 1 
Remarks. In the complete classification of unitary highest weight 
modules of su(p, q) [6], the highest weights I are written as A = A0 + xi, 
where 1, is @,f-dominant, (A, + 6 1 c(r + . . . + M, ~ r) = 0 and [ is orthogonal 
to @,’ and satisfies 2([lcr, + ... +a,-,)/la, + ... +cc,- ,I*=O. If we 
normalize the Killing form as in the proof of Proposition 4.9, we may 
take [ = A,. Thus 1, = (cl=, ail,- i )-(C,‘=,aj+(n-l)+(CI=lbi))~,+ 
(C;=, bil,+i) and k = (n - 1) -x. Given A,, the largest value of x in 
this parameterization corresponds to the point in the discrete set on the 
far right (cf. [6, p. loll). From Theorem 7.4 of [6], we see that 
x = (p - r) f (q-s) - 1 is the largest possible value of x. But then we have 
k = r + s so that A E A, is a point on the far right in the discrete set. 
5. THE DISK REALIZATION OF GRADIENT-TYPE DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
Right K-covariant functions on G may be naturally identified with 
functions defined on G/K. Under this identification the operator gj, may be 
viewed as acting on the space of HA-valued C” functions on G/K. The pur- 
pose of this section is to explicitly determine this new operator, which we 
denote by z?&,,, so that its kernel may be characterized (cf. Theorem 5.6). 
Let a denote the Cauchy-Riemann operator arising from the hermitian 
structure on G/K. We shall observe that Ker(aA) E Ker(8) for all A E A. 
However, if we take A E A i, then the space Ker(&) is properly contained in 
Ker(a). Fundamental differential equations arise as a result of this proper 
containment. We illustrate this fact by taking A to be a highest weight for a 
ladder representation of SU(p, q) and derive from the equations given in 
Corollary 5.7 a first-order linear system of equations. The fact that these 
first-order equations completely determine the representation space of the 
ladder representation is proved in [4]. 
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We define subgroups P+, K,, and P- of G, = SL(n, C) by 
P+ =[(i I”,): bECpxq] 
K, = : a E GL(p, C), de GL(q, C), (det a)(det d) = 1 1 
P- =[(2 I): cEcu”“]. 
Note that P+ and P- are abelian and K, normalizes P+ and P-. Further- 
more, the functions exp : p + + P + and exp : p ~ -+ P- are diffeomorphisms. 
If 0 = P+K,P-, then 0 is a dense open subset of SL(n, C) which contains 
G = SiJ(p, q). Furthermore, if we write each g E 0 in block form g = (; f;) 
as in (2.1), then gE 0 may be written uniquely as the product 
r+(g) no(g) n-(g) of elements of 0, where 
We note that g = (; f;) E 0 if and only if d is invertible. The generalized unit 
disk realization of G/K is given by 
D= {~ECp?1,-~*~>0}, 
where the inequality here means the matrix is positive definite. If we 
view D as a subset of p +, then the mapping cp: 0 + p+ given by 
cp( g) = log n+(g) = bd- ’ induces a holomorphic diffeomorphism of G/K 
onto D. We define an action of G on D by g. [ = cp(g exp(<)), where g E G 
and [ED. 
Let rA denote an irreducible holomorphic representation of K, on the 
complex Hilbert space VA with highest weight A. Define the multiplier 
J>.:GxD-+GL(V’) by 
Jh 0 = ~,(dg ew(i))h gEG,cED. 
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The function JA then satisfies the properties 
J;uG 0 = s,(k) for kEK, [ED, (5.1) 
J2(.!Tl g23 i)=J2(g13 g2.0Ji(g23 i) for g,, g,EG,iED, (5.2) 
Jj,( g, [) is C x in g and holomorphic in [. (5.3) 
The definitions of J, and g . [ extend to all pairs (g, [) E G, x p+ such that 
g exp(c) E 0. Utilizing this extension we then see 
J,(k 0 = pi. for kEK,,[Ep+, (5.4) 
J,(p, <) = identity, pEP+,{Ep+. (5.5) 
Let Hol(D, p) denote the complex space of holomorphic functions 
F: D + I@. By (5.3), we may define, for each g E G, an action T,(g) on 
Hol(D, I”) by 
(T,t(g)F)(I)= Jj.(C’, iI-* FCC’ .i). (5.6) 
For f’~ P(G, r,), we define the function 0,f: G -+ P by (0,f)( g) = 
ti(rc,,( g)) f(g), g E G. Then BJis constant on cosets of K and hence defines 
a function on D. If [ E D and g E G satisfies g. 0 = [, we shall write (e,f)([) 
for (e,f)(g). By Lemma 5.7 in Baily and Bore1 [l, p. 4931, we know 
e,f E Hol(D, V”) if and only if r(X)f=O forall XE~-. (5.7) 
For l~/i as in (3.3), we have from (3.2) that if ~EH”, then 
w(; “,) f(z) = det(a) -’ f( 5.’ ;;). In particular, the representation r j. = 
the restriction of o(K) to H” extends to a holomorphic represen- 
tation of Kc on V’ = H”. If f~ Ker(gi) then V’(g) E I%‘(n) c H” @ p - so 
that t&.., (/I,fi)~(E~)f(g)Qq=O. Since (((/?,&/2)“*~:fl~@;} is 
an orthonormal basis of p + and X+ r(X) is linear, we conclude that if 
f E Ker(QA), then r(X) f= 0 for all XE p -. We define differential operators 
6 and gA on B,(C”(G, tn)) by 
We have gj, = !?J$: V and from (5.7) we see that Ker(gJ c Hol(D, H”). Also 
the mapping 8, intertwines the representation L(g) on Ker(@) with T,(g) 
on Ker(gA). Since we are interested in determining the properties of those F 
lying in Ker(G).), we proceed to calculate PF, where FE Hol(D, H”). We 
first establish some preliminary lemmas. 
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LEMMA 5.1. If XEp- and YES+, then we have 
(1) d/dt n+(exp(X)exp(tY))I,=,= Y, and 
(2) W ~o(expW) expW’)L, = CX Yl. 
Proof. If we apply d/dtl I=0 to the equation 
ew(X) exp(tY) = n+(exp(X) v(tY)) n,(exp(X) exp(tY)) 
x nP(exp(X) exp(tY)) 
and observe that djdt rc+(exp(X)exp(tY))J,=, is p+-valued and 
djdt n,(exp(X)exp(tY))l,=, is Q-valued, then we see that (1) and (2) 
result. 1 
LEMMA 5.2. Zf X,, X, E p+ and YE p-, then there exists E > 0 such 
that t E ( -E, E) implies exp(X,) exp( Y) exp(tX,) E 0. Furthermore, we have 
d/dtJ,(exp(X,)exp(Y)exp(tX,), O)l,=o=d~j.(CK X,1). 
Proof. Observe that g = (; 5;) E GL(n, C) is in 0 if and only if dg 
GL(q, C). By multiplying out the expression g = exp(X,) exp( Y) exp(tX,), 
we see that g E Co provided t YX, + Z, is invertible. But this is always 
possible for t sufficiently small. For the same reason exp( Y) exp(tX,) also 
lies in 0. Using the extended definition of Jl(g, [) we compute 
Jj.(exp(Xl) exp( Y) ev(tXA 0) 
= Ji,(exp(Xl 1, exp( Y) exp(tXd. 0) JA(exp( Y) exp(tXd, 0) 
= J,(ev( Y) exp(tXA 0) (by (5.5)). 
By Lemma 5.1 we have 
W J,(exp(X,) ew( Y) exp(tXA 011 r=O 
= Wt tAno(exp( Y) ev(tx,)))l r=O 
= dzAd/dt n,(exp( Y) exp(tX,))l r=O 
=dr,(CK X,1). I 
For FE Hol(D, H”) we let F’(c) denote the derivative of F at c. 
LEMMA 5.3. Zf FE Hol(D, H”), set f (g) = F( g. 0), g E G. For XE p + and 
gEG we have 
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Proof: As in the proof of Lemma 5.2, if XE p + and g E G, then we have 
g exp(tX) .O ED for r sufficiently small. Hence we have 
(r(Ad(ndg)-‘)WSk) 
Now 
~+kexp(t Adh(g)-‘M’)) 
= n+kdg)p’ exp(tWb(g)) 
=~+(7~+(g)71~(g)71-(g)71~(g)~‘exp(tX)) (since n+(gk)=n+k)) 
= n+(g) I+ x-(g) dg)-’ exp(W). 
Since P+ is abelian we have 
logn+(gexp(tAd(n,(g)-‘)X)) 
=log~+(g)+log7c+(n,(g) Us) &C’expW7). 
Observe that zn,(g) n-(g) q,(g)-’ E P- so that by Lemma 5.1 we have 
d/dtlog71+(gexp(tAd(n,(g)~‘)X))I,=,=X. I 
LEMMA 5.4. Let {xi} denote an orthonormal basis of p +. For all 
f E Cm(G, ZJ and kE Kc we have 
1 (r(Xj)f)(g)OAd(k)~j== (r(Ad(k-‘)Xj)f)(g)ol. 
i J 
Proof: One easily checks for all ke Kc and XE p, that Ad(k)B= 
Ad(k*-‘)X and Ad(k*) = Ad(k)*. We compute 
1 (r(Xj)f)(g)OAd(k)~j 
=Cr(Ad(k~')X,)f(g)O~~. I 
m 
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PROPOSITION 5.5. Let {Xi} denote an orthonormal basis of p+. Zf 
FE Hol(D, HA) and g E G, we have 
where YEP- satisfies exp(Y)=q,(g)7--(g)q,(g)-1. 
Proof. Since FE Hol(D, H”), we know from (5.7) that the sum in 
VB; ’ F(g) is taken over only an orthonormal basis of p +. From (5.8) and 
Lemma 5.4 we have for ge G 
For XE p+ we see 
r(Ad(no(g)-‘)X)e,‘F(g) 
=d/dtJ,(gexp(tAd(n,(g))~‘X),O)-‘I,=,F(g.O) 
+J,(g.O)-l(r(Ad(~ng(g))-lX)f)(g), where f(g)= F(g.0). 
From Lemma 5.2 we see 
d/dtJ,(gexp(tAd(~,(g))-‘X),O)~‘I,=, 
= -J,(g, 01-l d/dt J,(gdg)-’ exp(tX) no(g), O)l,,o JA(g, O)-’ 
= -Jh, O)-’ W J,(gq,(g)pl exp(tX), O)l,,o 
= -J,k, O)V’ dz,(CY, Xl), 
where YEP- satisfies exp( Y) = no(g) rc _(g) rcO( g)- ‘. Lemma 5.3 states 
r(Ad(ndg))-'Wf(g)=F'(g)(X). S' mce rA(q( g)) = Jn( g, 0) we obtain 
The algebra p + has a natural choice for coordinates. We normalized the 
Killing form so that the set [(g 2) : 1~ i < p, 1 < j < q] is an orthonormal 
basis of p+. With this choice of coordinates, we have F’([)(E,) = c?F/8[,(~). 
Given [ ED, define g(c) EC”“” by 
( 
(rp-py2 i(Iq-i*i)p2 
g(O= ~*(44{*)-‘/2 1 (zq-[*[)y2 . (5.9) 
Here, the * denotes the conjugate transpose. It is straightforward to verify 
that g(i) E G and g(i) * 0 = [. If we identify C4” p with its canonical 
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image in p -, then one readily checks that exp([*(Z,-cc*))‘)= 
710(g(i))n_(g(i))n,(g(i))~‘. Identifying Cpxy with p+, we see by 
Proposition 5.5 that for FE Hol(D, HA), 
For FE Hol(D, H”), define the function F,: D x D + H’Q p ~ by 
for [,~ED. (5.11) 
THEOREM 5.6. A function FE 8;(C “(G, tJ) satisfies 9,: F= 0 if and 
only if 
(1) F;E Hol(D, H”), and 
(2) giFV([, v)=Ofor all [, ~ED. 
ProoJ From (5.7), it is clear that FE 8,(C”(G, zi)) satisfies 9;F=O 
only if FE Hol( D, H”). Furthermore, if FE Hol( D, H’), then from (5.11) we 
see that .YLFF,([, q) is holomorphic in { and antiholomorphic in 9. It follows 
by a standard result (cf. [3, Lemma 1.101) that if Y2FV([, [) =O, for all 
[ED, then .YAFv([,~)=Ofor all [,~ED. 1 
Recall from Lemma 4.2 that Z,*f, : I, H” -+ I, ti is a positive operator 
which is constant on the K-irreducible subspaces of I, H”. If B = (TFT,) - ‘, 
then it follows that I- Z, Bf :: H’@ p, + H’@ p, is orthogonal projection 
onto W(A)‘. Thus we have 9,: = (Z-Z, BT:) V-. 
COROLLARY 5.7. Zf Fetlj,(Ca(G, zj,)) satisfies g;F=O, then for all 
l<i<pandl<j,(qwehave 
$, (0 = -1 ddE,)B d4%,) -$ (0 for all ( E D. (5.12) 
11 r,s rs 
Proof: Letting 11 = 0 in Theorem 5.6, we obtain 
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Since {E,} is a basis for p- we conclude 
for all [ED. 1 
If i in (3.4) is chosen so that k = 1, then the corresponding irreducible 
spaces FE. are called “ladder” representations. Jakobsen and Vergne [12] 
show that the ladder representations of SU(2, 2) occur naturally in 
mathematical physics in the study of the representations of the conformal 
group. The conformal group acts by a multiplier representation on a space 
of solutions of mass zero spin m/2 (m .5 Z) equations. Classical mass 0 
equations include Maxwell’s equations, df = d* f = 0, the wave equation 
q ,f = 0, and Dirac’s equation Qf= 0. These multiplier representations 
are related to the ladder representations of SU(2, 2), a covering group 
of the conformal group. Several authors have studied various realizations 
of the ladder representations. Alternate geometric realizations of the 
ladder representations are given by Patton and Rossi [ 193 and Mantini 
[ 16, 171. In particular, Mantini constructs an integral transform @ which 
intertwines the geometric action of U(p, q) on cohomology with a multi- 
plier representation on a space of vector-valued holomorphic functions on 
U(p, q)/U(p) x U(q). A specific system of differential equations is exhibited 
and functions in the image of @ are shown to satisfy this system. The 
question as to whether the system of differential equations given in [ 161 in 
fact defines the image of @ is implicitly raised in [19]. We shall show in a 
subsequent paper that this system does indeed completely determine the 
irreducible space and, in fact, the first-order system of differential equations 
are sufficient to completely determine the (nonscalar-valued) ladder 
representations. These fundamental first-order equations in Mantini [ 16, 
171 we now derive directly from the equations of Corollary 5.7. 
Choose A E /i with k = 1. Then by Proposition 4.9, we have ,? E n i if and 
only if r + s = 1. Let m be a positive integer. It follows from (3.4) that 
,I=ml,-,+(-m-1),4, if r=l and A=(-m-l),+mll,+, if s=l. It 
follows from (3.3) that H” is the space of homogeneous polynomials in 
z,ECP+’ if r= 1 (or Z2ECYX1 m case s = 1) of degree m and I, HA is the 
space of polynomials spanned by z”;Z! with (tl( = m + 1 and 101 = 1 (or 
la1 = 1 and Ifll = m + 1, if s = 1). In particular, I, HA is a K-irreducible 
space with highest weight 2 - c(,. It then follows from Lemma 4.2 that B is 
multiplication by the constant l/c,- “p. It is straightforward to check that 
CA&c$-- - m + 1 so that B is multiplication by (m + 1)) ‘. 
For a E NP, let (ajaz,)’ denote the differential operator 
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We define (8/8ZJy, y E N”, in a similar fashion. The operator do(E,) is then 
seen to be - (~/c?z,)‘~ (~/Z,)‘J since do(c,) is multiplication by z;lY; (as the 
proof of Lemma 3.1 shows). Since h E H” is a function only of z, (or z*) we 
have dw(E,) d~(E,~)h = dr,( [E,, E,,])h = 0 if j# s (or i # r). The sum in 
(5.12) reduces to a sum only over the index r (or s). If 1 =mR,-, + 
(-m - l)A,, then Eq. (5.12) simplifies to 
If1=(-m-l)A,+mA,+,, we have 
[ED. (5.13b) 
It then follows from (5.13) that for CYEN~ (y ENS) such that ICC/ =m - 1 
(1~1 =m - 1) we have 
1 GjGq, (5.14a) 
and 
1 Gidp. (5.14b) 
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